
 

 

 
Under the Freedom of Information Act I request:-  
 

I would like to know the following please. Number of crimes involving 'sextortion' recorded by your force over the 
last three calendar years 2019, 2018, 2017.  
If possible, please provide detail/MO/free text notes on each incident e.g. 16 year old threatened with 
photographs etc 
 

Year Count 

2017 91 

2018 177 

2019 143 

 

Description 

Unknown person sends Facebook friend request; begins conversation via messenger and IMO app before asking for 
sex act on video. Once this is received they demand monies to be transferred or will post online. Victim does not pay 
and contacts police. 

Unknown person engages with victim via Facebook messenger; victim willingly sends sexually explicit material upon 
request; suspect then makes threats to expose the content if victim refuses to send them a sum of money. 

Offender owes victim monies; victim has requested several times that the money be returned. Offender; with a view to 
gain for Self; makes an unwarranted demand with menaces by text messaging victim. 

Victim has received messages on Facebook threatening to distribute explicit sexual videos of victim; if victim does not 
give unknown offender monies. 

Unknown offender engages with victim over Facebook. Victim and unknown offender begin video calling each other and 
whilst doing so exposing their genitals to each other. 

IP makes contact with an unknown femdom (female dominatrix). They discuss IP's fetishes. The IP agrees to being 
blackmailed and gives nude photos to facilitate this fantasy. 

IP gets email from .eu email address stating that their emails and webcam have been accessed and they have pictures 
of them watching porn that they will circulate to IP’s contacts unless they pay monies. 

IP sends sexual pictures of themselves to unknown person via snapchat. Offender then threatens to upload pictures to 
internet. 

Unknown persons send the victim an email demanding money otherwise they would post possible footage of victim 
watching a pornographic film. 

Unknown offender emails victim; threatening to inform partner that they have been having an affair unless payment is 
made. Victim does not offer any money and suspect makes demand again. 

Unknown offender sends IP naked photo of IP and demands money not to send it onto friends. This causes the IP 
distress. 

Victim befriends offender via social media. Victim sends sexual pictures and videos to offender at their urging. Offender 
threatens to send said pictures to the victim’s friends and family via social media unless money is paid. 

Unknown offender sends emails to victim demanding money; if money is not paid details of the victim visiting teen porn 
sites that have been downloaded onto computer will be sent to friends. 

Offender and IP engage in conversation via grindr over a period of months and arrange to meet. The IP believing 
offender is over 18 years. Offender later informs IP they are 15 years and demands cash from the IP or they will inform 
police they have been communicating with them. 

IP has been using dating site and spoke with offender; chat transferred to what’s app where offender asked IP for photo 
which IP sends.  Offender then asked for video chat and IP starts call showing face and genitals. 

During online dating app conversation IP carry’s out lewd actions; following this offender threatened to release images 
unless monies are paid into overseas account 

Unknown offender send message via social media app demanding money. Offender makes threats to posting fake 
videos online intending to cause embarrassment to victim should money not be sent. 

Unknown person makes initial contact with IP via Facebook asking to get to know them, a period of contact ensues via 
Facebook; skype and hangouts during which offender claiming to be female asks IP to perform sex act via skype. 

Offender makes contact with victim on dating site. Explicit images are sent from victim. Offender threatens to send 
images to victims family and inform them of what has been said between the pair 

Unknown offender befriends victim on Facebook; victim and offender then have conversation on 'webchat' messaging 
platform which turns sexual. Victim performs a sexual act on webcam; the offender then demands monies from victim. 

IP engages in sexual video with offender via skype; offender records video; demands money otherwise they will forward 
the video to IP’s friends causing the IP distress. 
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Victim meets suspect on tinder and exchanges messages. Suspect suggests using skype where they exchange further 
messages. Suspect convinces victim to connect via video and remove clothing. Suspect claims to have recorded the 
victim naked. 

Victim befriends offender on social media message site and sends naked photos of themselves on their request. 
Offender threatens to send photos to friends/family via social media unless money is paid. Victim pays money on one 
occasion. 

Unknown offender and victim engage in sexual activity over a video call. Offender saves call and threatens to post 
videos / photos online unless the victim sends monies. 

IP receives friend request from unknown person who then asks for money stating they have just recorded the IP 
performing a sexual act when they were performing sexual acts on their phone for offender.  Monies paid and more is 
then requested. 

Unknown offender sends friend requests IP on Facebook. IP sends message to offender having 'normal' chat. Offender 
then asks IP to show their genitals on webcam. IP activates his webcam and gets naked. Offender then states they 
have recorded the IP. 

Unknown offender contacts IP via social media; both parties engage in sexual consensual activities which IP realises is 
being recorded. Offender makes threats to post recordings to IP's contacts demanding money to prevent this occurring; 
IP refuses to pay. 

Unknown person sends friend request on Facebook; IP accepts and begins video chat via messenger; unknown person 
engages IP in sexual chat; IP removes clothing and performs sexual act; unknown person stops chat and then 
threatens to send recording of IP. 

Unknown offender obtains naked photos of IP with consent but then blackmails the IP over photos. Offender demands 
monies or they will post these photos to IP’s family members and on social media. 

After skype chat with unknown person IP is sent a picture which depicts them with genitals on show. Offender threatens 
to distribute image if a demand for monies is not paid. 

Unknown person sends email demanding bitcoins or IP’s family and friends will be sent video of IP next to a video of 
porn site they have viewed. 

IP meets offender on-line through dating website meet me. Offender initiates skype chat which turns sexual and 
encourages IP to conduct sexual act via skype and once done threatens to share video to family and friends if monies 
are not paid. 

Unknown person obtains images of a sexual nature of IP before messaging them requesting to meet up in person. 
Offender then threatens to send images to IP's parent s if they do not meet in person. 

Unknown offender contacts victim via social media and blackmails victim into sending indecent images of them, 
threatening to expose an indecent image of the victim if they do not comply. 

Unknown offender whilst speaking to the victim online obtains indecent images of them after which offender proceeds to 
demand monies; however this is not sent. 

IP receives email from unknown person demanding payment be made or they will circulate images of IP. 

Unknown offender requests indecent images of the victim who is a juvenile. Victim sends an indecent image of 
themselves to the offender. Offender then threatens to post photo on the internet should they not supply more. 

IP engages in a webchat over 2 years ago with an unknown offender over an unknown platform; IP then performs sex 
act for the offender.  Today IP receives Facebook message asking to contact a number via WhatsApp; where by person 
then produces a screenshot of them performing sex act. 

IP receives demand for monies from fake Facebook account after they are sent naked pictures of themselves - these 
pictures were requested from the fake account 

IP sends nude photos to friend online; friend's partner then sends demand for monies to IP or they will notify the police 
about images. 

Following on from where victim is forced by offender to take off all clothing whilst unknown friend records the incident. 
Victim is then threatened that should they not pay monies owed then the video will end up on the internet. 

IP sends indecent images of themselves to an unknown person after accepting Facebook friend request, this person 
then asks for monies to be paid to prevent them from sending images to IP's friends. 

Unknown person over social media demands money or states will share naked picture of IP on internet if demand not 
met. 

Unknown offender contacts victim via social media; skype and performs sexual act on screen. Offender asks victim to 
do the same and then states they have taken a snapshot of the screen and will post on YouTube if monies are not paid. 

IP engages in conversation with unknown person after following a link on a dating site. Unknown person asks for and 
obtains images of a sexual nature of IP; before asking for personal details and Facebook usage. 

Victim registers on dating site lovoo and begins an online relationship with suspect. Parties move over to skype video 
chat and mutually perform sexual act online. Suspect later demands monies from victim and should they not comply 
then video will be shared. 

Unknown person sends email to IPs email account claiming to have hacked the IP’s computer and that they would send 
videos/photos of the IP to all their contacts if monies not sent. 

Victim begins messaging offender they believes is communicating with on skype. Victim begins to perform sexual act on 
video and suspect immediately demands money to be sent. 

IP enters into sexual social media conversation with unknown person following which unknown person makes demands 
for IP's bank details whilst making threat to post photo IP supplied onto other social media sites.  

Offender who is a friend of the victim's ex-partner sends text messages stating that they will share nude/private 



photographs of the victim on social media if they do not perform sexual favours on them.  

IP receives friend request on Facebook from unknown offender. IP accepts and they engage in communication via 
written messages before making contact through 'webcam' device.  Here IP engages in sexual activity before receiving 
message from suspect demanding monies. 

IP accepts a friend request via Facebook; IP and offender engage in conversation via Facebook and skype; offender 
request IP to show genitals on skype, IP engages; offender video records footage and threatens to publish on 
Facebook. 

Victim has facetime video call with caller where they reveal intimate parts of body.  Subsequently contacted and 
requested to pay money or family will be informed. 

Unknown person sends messages to IP requesting that they send them nude images otherwise they will post other 
naked images of IP to Facebook. 

Offenders have demanded and been paid money under threats to disclose conversations to the IP’s partner. 

IP joins dating website and has contact with a believed member of opposite sex via skype. IP then performs sexual act 
upon themselves with the encouragement of the offender. IP is then contacted by another stating that they have 
recorded footage of the act. 

IP joins dating website and has contact with a believed member of opposite sex via skype. IP then performs sexual act 
upon themselves with the encouragement of the offender. IP is then contacted by another stating that they have 
recorded footage of the act. 

Victim befriended by suspect on Facebook posing as member of opposite sex; victim sends naked video of themselves 
after which the suspect has demanded money or threatened to send video to friends and family. 

Unknown offender messages victim via social media and offers money for explicit content; victim sends explicit videos; 
offender does not pay then threatens to send videos to victim’s family if they do not send more; victim sends one more 
before blocking. 

Offender asks IP for sexual favours in return for drugs.  When the IP refuses; offender threatens to share explicit videos 
of IP online. 

Unknown person requests naked picture of victim; victim sends picture and then receives abuse via Instagram. 

Unknown person contacts IP and engages in chat; they video call and IP is persuaded to perform a sexual act along 
with the other party; the video is sent to IP and threats of exposing the video unless monies are paid. 

Unknown offender sends electronic message to victim. Victim opens e-mail and within offender demands money 
otherwise they will release a compromising video of the victim sending this to family and friends. 

Unknown persons contacts IP via telegraph app. Asks IP to send indecent images of themselves. Once first image has 
been sent offender then threatens to send images to all IP's Instagram followers unless further indecent images are 
sent. 

The victim engages in conversation with the offender via the grinder app and arranges to meet up. The offender then 
messages the victim stating that they need to pay monies or they will contact the police for arranging to meet an under-
age child.  

Know offender threatened to tell victim’s mother about victim’s sexual behaviours unless the victim paid monies. 

Unknown person; befriends the victim on an unknown online dating site; is then invited to continue a sexualised 
conversation on skype on which they are encouraged to perform a sexual act whilst having their face in camera view 
then is blackmailed by threatening, 

Unknown person is believed to have hacked IP's snap chat videos which are of an explicit nature of IP and of IP and an 
ex-partner. They have then been sent to IP by means of WhatsApp demanding monies 19.00hrs along with bank 
account details. 

Unknown person sends email to victim requesting money or they will post compromising pictures them.  

Unknown persons sends victim an email purporting to be from the victims own email account; stating that they knew the 
victim had been using a porn site and they had installed spyware on the desktop and have pictures of them and will 
share the pictures. 

Unknown person; befriends the victim on Facebook. Is then invited to continue a video chat during which they are 
encouraged to perform a sex act while having their face in camera view then is blackmailed by threatening to 
redistribute a recording of him. 

Accepts unknown Facebook friend request; engage in chit chat then via video call ask IP to send pornographic video of 
themselves; offender records this then attempts to gain money from victim. 

Unknown offender sends email to victim. Victim opens email and within offender demands payment; or they will release 
compromising video of the victim to friends/contacts. 

IP accepted friend request from Facebook of an unknown offender. They have begun to converse through texts and 
have then begun to video call. During the video call both parties have removed clothes and began to perform sexual act 
on camera for each other. 

IP receives Facebook request from unknown offender from abroad. IP believes they send a mutual sexual video. 
Offender then asks for money to prevent video from being circulated to friends. 

IP receives email from unknown persons demanding payment or offender will send naked pictures of IP to email 
contacts. 

Offender contacts IP over Facebook and then engages in conversation over imo messenger. The offender sends a 
semi-naked picture to the IP. The offender tries to convince the IP do so. They have a video call and IP is naked. 
Offender then ends call. 

Victim exchanges sexual images and messages with unknown person via dating app; victim then attempts to blackmail 



the victim threatening to distribute images to others. 

Unknown offender contacts IP via Facebook and encourages IP to appear on video chat naked; IP complies. Offender 
then demands monies from IP and threatens to distribute video if not paid. 

Offender shows graphic images of themselves to IP who then shows a video of themselves engaged in a sexual act. 
Offender has then demanded monies from IP and stated that if they did not pay; offender would share the video on 
Facebook. 

Unknown person emails staff member advising when they were a student a number of years ago they was subject to 
grooming/sexual abuse. Suspect asks for monetary compensation to avoid going public or seeking legal advice. 

Unknown person makes contact with victim through dating site. Engages in conversation and then asks IP to carry out a 
sex act. Offender then asks IP for money not to send pictures to family members. 

Person befriends IP via Facebook; gains their trust so IP performs sexual act on video. Unknown person uses the video 
to demand money in exchange for not sharing the video with IP’s family members. 

Underage victim, having been incited to send indecent images of them by a named person is blackmailed by said 
names person to send further indecent images. 

Victim contacted on social media by unknown offender. Victim sends offender video of themselves performing sexual 
act, offender then contacts victim stating that the video would be posted onto YouTube if the victim does not pay 
monies. 

IP sends naked picture to unknown person they have met on the internet; the unknown person then tells the IP that they 
must give them money or the image will be sent to their work. 

Unknown person makes unsolicited friend request via Facebook. IP then engages in online conversation with offender 
before engaging in a skype call.  During course of call IP is recorded performing a sexual act. Offender then makes 
financial demands on IP. 

Victim engages in online conversation with unknown person. Victim consensually sends naked images of themselves. 
Suspect then requests victim sends monies or else they will publish naked photos. 

Victim engages in text conversation via messenger with the suspect. Victim willingly poses naked in a live video chat 
with the suspect. Victim terminates the call and later receives threats via messenger demanding monies. 

IP receives message via imo messaging from who they believed was a member of the opposite sex. IP took part in live 
video involving them performing a sexual act.  IP is contacted and monies requested or the video will be distributed to 
family and friends. IP is distressed by this. 

IP persuaded by offender on skype to perform sexual act, which is recorded. IP then receive WhatsApp messages 
demanding monies to prevent the video being forwarded to friends. 

Known offender loans money to IP. IP offers to pay money back but offender refuses. Offender calls IP but IP is busy 
then continues to text IP threatening to send nude pictures to IP's family. 

Suspects threaten victim with indecent images and text messages to be sent to their partner unless monies are paid to 
them by a specific date. 

Whilst on Facebook IP is messaged by an unknown account and after performing a sex act; IP is threatened to be 
exposed unless they perform other sexual acts online. 

Offender sends message via social media to IP stating that if they will not allow access to children they will post intimate 
photos of IP on Facebook. 

Unknown offender befriends IP via Facebook. IP is persuaded to send naked video of themselves to offender; up on 
receipt of video offender threatens to send video to all of IP’s friends unless monies are paid. 

IP sends indecent videos and photographs of themselves on snapchat. Unknown offender saves those photographs 
and distributes them online and shares IP's snapchat id without IP's consent. IP is underage. 

Unknown offender uses numerous account names on snapchat and Instagram to blackmail IP to send inappropriate 
pictures threatening to tell family if they refuse. 

Unknown persons have requested IP performs a sex act on them whilst on a video call and has then demanded monies 
afterwards or they will release the video. 

IP receives friend request from unknown offender who is then named. IP grants request and enters into a Facebook 
skype conversation which has led to both removing clothing in sexual manner and revealing private parts; IP then 
performs sexual act due to this 

Unknown offender has engaged in conversation with victim via social media and sent a naked photograph to the 
offender. Offender has then stated they will post the photograph on social media if the victim does not provide them with 
monies. 

After viewing pornography on mobile phone; IP receives an email from unknown person demanding that they transfer 
monies or they would distribute intimate images to friends and family. 

Unknown offender threatens to send indecent images of victim to friends and family unless further images no sent. 

Known offender makes a demand for monies or they will release compromising images of the victim to close friends and 
family. Makes demand with malice reducing the time frame the victim must pay by. 

IP preforms sex act on themselves over skype call; unknown to the IP; this act is recorded. The offender now demands 
monies from IP in order not to post to social media platforms and in direct messages to IP’s friends. 

Named offenders collect mobile and gain access to the phone by using the pin. After accessing internal memory of the 
phone; couple make threats via the phone to release images and video of a sexual nature  

Named offender obtains a private sexual film made by the IP some years ago; contacts the IP and threatens to send the 
film to their work place; friends; family and upload onto social media unless the IP performs sexual activity with the 
offender. 



By unknown person sending email to victim asking for monies or they would send videos of them performing sexual act 
to friends. 

Known offender makes threats to tell victims partner of extra marital affair unless victim keeps paying them monies. 

Offender messages IP on Facebook and encourages IP to perform sexual act. Unbeknown to IP the offender records IP 
doing this then demands monies or they will send video to IP's family members and employers. 

IUP receives message to update game on mobile phone. IP clicks confirm and is directed to a page containing indecent 
images of young children. This page then locks IP's mobile phone showing the indecent child images. 

IP accepts friend request from unknown person on Facebook. Communicates with person via Facebook messenger and 
passes person their email address. IP then receives email demanding monies be paid or unknown person will forward 
indecent video of IP to friends and family. 

Victim attended pre-arranged meeting with what they thought would be a person they had been communicating with via 
the grinder app. On attendance they was confronted by two unknown males who claimed they would inform police that 
he had been attempting to meet an underage person. 

IP receives Facebook friend request; adds offender and chats via messenger service. IP then has video call with 
offender where they are encouraged to perform a sexual act. Later informed video call was recorded and threats made 
to release this to family. 

Known offender blackmails victim after having sex with them for money. The offender threats to inform family and has 
money transferred to their bank account in return for silence. 

Offender has offered IP large commission of business and asked them to take pictures of themselves nude. IP has 
done this due to needing the finances. Offender has then changed deal and is threatening to post pics online and 
Facebook of IP unless they sends more. 

Unknown offender after a messaging victim through Facebook messenger throughout the day attempts to blackmail 
victim by stating they will send indecent images of them to employer unless monies are paid. 

Whilst IP away on business; engages in a sex act over WhatsApp with partner; contacted 4 days later by email from 
unknown offender asking for monies to be paid or the video would be sent to employers. 

IP after communicating with unknown male via Instagram sends naked photos of them. Offender then asks for monies 
which IP refuses and states they will circulate the photos causing alarm and distress. 

Victim contacted by unidentified person on Instagram. Parties engage in consensual sexual conversation and victim 
sends sexual images at offender’s request. Offender then threatens to post images. 

Unknown offender has blackmailed victim for monies otherwise nude images would be sent to victims’ friends and 
families. 

Victim engages in sex act via video messenger with unknown fake account. Receives message demanding monies or 
threatening to post on social media. Victim sends some monies.  Week’s later second fake account requests more 
monies. 

Whilst using Facebook IP accepts friend request off unknown offender engages IP in conversation via Facebook 
messenger. IP agrees to using a webcam whilst naked and speaking to offender. 

Unknown offender contacts IP by snapchat and threatens to post nude images on Facebook if monies not made. Nude 
images appear to have been obtained by hacking; offender not known to IP.  

Known person send message via social media threatening to circulate indecent images of the IP if refuses to remove a 
contentious Facebook post pertaining to them.  

Unknown offender requests explicit images from IP via Facebook; following short conversation; upon receipt of video; 
makes threat to release video to friends of victim; unless monies are paid. 

Third party reports that IP has sent unknown person naked pictures then unknown person is demanding monies or will 
release pictures. 

Unknown person befriends IP on Facebook messenger. The IP performs sexual act whilst on a video call for the 
offender. Offender saves images and then uses these images and request monies or images will be shown to friends. 

Unknown offender engages in conversation with IP. Conversation becomes sexual. The offender requests the IP to 
sexual act over webcam. Once IP sexual act over webcam the offender then requests money to delete the video or 
threatens to post the video online. 

Unknown offender obtains naked photo of victim via unknown means and sends image to victim then demanding 
monies otherwise image will be posted online. 

Unknown person initiates and maintains online sexual conversation with IP on messaging apps over period of 11 days; 
invites and receive intimate sexual photos and videos from IP; once received offender threatens IP. 

Unknown offender contacts victim via Facebook and asks if they want to chat, then requests they do a video call. IP 
watches as offender performs a sexual act and then reciprocates when asked to do one too. 

Whilst using live chat to perform sexual act offender screenshots the video and threatens to send it to contacts unless 
monies are sent. 

IP accepts Facebook friend request from unknown person; who then requests naked video from IP who then sends 
video. Unknown person then demands cash from IP or they will post naked video which causes anxiety to IP. 

Unknown offender befriends IP on Facebook. IP sends nude photographs of body to offender; who subsequently uses 
them to blackmail IP. 

IP involves themselves in a Facebook video call of a sexual nature with an unknown persons. Unknown persons 
records IP performing a sexual act. Unknown person then threatens to send video to IP's friends if monies not paid. 
Unknown persons sends video to one of IP's friends. 

Known offender sends IP messages stating that if monies not sent they will post sexually explicit videos on social 



media. This has caused the IP distress. 

Ex-partner of IP threatens to post videos/pictures unless monies paid. 

IP has sent videos of themselves performing a sexual act to an online mistress who has then demanded monies 
otherwise video will be posted online. 

Unknown person contacts IP and engages in conversation; both parties then exchange sexual messages and offender 
gains a private video from the IP. Offender then states that unless they are paid monies they will post the video. 

Offender has been paid for explicit pictures by IP and has then proceeded to send threatening messages demanding 
monies or conversations will be sent to family members. Offender has used a fake Facebook messenger account. 

Child victim engages in conversation by various social media accounts with suspect. Victim informs suspect of age. 
Suspect asks victim to send naked photographs and blackmails victim that if further images no sent they will post them 
on online. 

Unknown person befriends IP online via Facebook; after speaking online they have video call via skype and suspect 
shows IP nude video and persuades IP to remove clothing and perform sexual act. Once IP carries this out suspect lets 
IP know they were recording the act. 

Unknown offender request intimate images of IP. IP willingly sends offender images. Offender proceeds to threaten to 
send images to IP’s Facebook friends if monies not paid to offender.    

Unknown offender contacts IP on Facebook stating they have nude photos and will send them to IP’s partner unless IP 
pays monies. IP does not do this. IP then reports to Facebook and closes own page. 

Victim corresponds with unknown persons via app on messenger. Victim willingly sends images of self to offender. 
Offender threatens to distribute images unless monies paid.    

Victim puts advert on craigslist. Victim sends picture of face to unknown offender. Offender makes demands to put 
victims’ photo on Facebook with posts that they are a pervert unless monies sent. 

Known offender following a brief relationship with victim uses intimate photos of victim make unwarranted demands for 
monies for own gain. 

Unknown person sends text messages to victim telling them pay ex-partner a debt owed. Victim responds saying 
monies not owed. Suspect then sends a photograph of victim's genital; which was previously sent to ex-partner when 
they were together. 

The IP receives emails; of a similar content; from three different email addresses threatening to post inappropriate 
videos of the IP to family/friends if monies not sent. The emails stated the offender had hacked into the account. 

Unknown person makes unwarranted demand for monies threatening to post sexual images of victim if not complied 
with. 

Victim receives an email from an unknown person demanding monies from victim and if payment not made they will 
release information about victim watching pornography and an image they have when they remotely accessed 
computer. 

Unknown offender speaks with the victim on meet.com; asked to send nude photographs; which victim refuses; offender 
then makes unknown threats towards the victim’s family; so victim sends a nude photo. The offender then threatens to 
post the photo online. 

Unknown persons sends friend request to IP on Facebook; then video calls taking screenshot of IP's face then 
demands monies otherwise they would circulate image to friends. 

After sending picture of genitals via WhatsApp IP receive message stating 'what are you up to'; then receive a 
telephone call stating 'you either give me monies and we will call it quits or I will call the old bill by tomorrow.' 

Unknown offender on unknown Facebook account sent message blackmailing victim to pay monies not to post naked 
pictures of victim online after a private video call. 

Unknown person records IP performing sexual act over skype then requests monies or the footage will be posted online 
to IP’s family and friends. 

Unknown person uses fake Facebook account to contact victim; convincing them to share naked video. Claims to have 
saved recording & requests monies or they will share video on social media. 

Unknown offender whilst on webcam asks IP to film their genitals which they do. Offender then asks for monies 
otherwise will share with family and friends. 

IP shares explicit photos with unknown person; following contact on craigslist; via WhatsApp. Suspect then demands 
monies from IP to avoid photos being shared on social media. 

Offender befriends victim via Facebook and during face time conversation at request of offender victim removes 
clothing and performs sexual act not knowing that offender is recording this. Offender then starts demanding monies 
from victim and makes threats. 

Unknown person asks IP for naked video via Facebook messenger; once messages have been exchanged offender 
requests monies otherwise photos and videos will be posted online. 

Offender sends friend request to victim via Facebook; victim accepts and then engages in Facebook video call; offender 
encourages victim to show themselves performing sexual act on video. Offender ends call and send messages to victim 
threatening to post the video. 

Unknown offender contacts victim by kik messaging service. Offender then threatens to disclose intimate images of the 
victim unless more are provided. Offender then directs the victim to send several videos. 

Victim sends intimate images to a person unknown in an unknown location victim is then contacted and told the pictures 
will be shared with associates if monies is not paid. Victim makes money transfer to offenders. 

Unknown offender sends email to IP blackmailing them. States that has at some point hacked IP’s webcam and 
recorded footage of IP performing sexual act to an erotic video. States that if IP does not pay monies then video will be 



sent. 

IP meets unknown person via dating website. IP has sent private sexual images of themselves. Unknown person has 
then asked for monies to be sent or images will distributed to friends and family of IP. 

Unknown person sends email to IP requesting monies to be sent otherwise compromising images of the IP would be 
released. 

Unknown person gains access to victim’s computer by unknown means in order to send sexual message conversation 
under the guise of the victim; before using menaces to obtain monies; by threatening to send messages to victim’s 
partners. 

Unknown person sends IP an email stating they knew IP had been using adult sites and had a tracker on their device 
which has activated IP’s webcam. Threats made to divulge the footage to friends and family unless monies paid.   

Victim attends relative’s home address where victim is made to remove items of clothing for a photograph whilst being 
verbally threatened by the suspects to inform family and partner of victims past making victim pressured into carrying 
out the initial act. 

After raping victim; suspect demands monies or offender would tell people that they are having an affair victim gives 
suspect monies. 

Victim and suspect engage in conversation online.  Conversation becomes sexual and the victim and suspect engage in 
a video chat of a sexually explicit nature.  The suspect then informs the victim they have recorded them. 

Unknown offender send IP a text message demanding monies unless images would be circulated on face- book 
portraying them as a paedophile. 

Unknown person approaches IP; states they are an escort then states to IP that they are from 'protectors of the north' 
and unless IP pays monies they will put on internet IP was paedophile and nonce; which IP does. Unknown person then 
approaches IP on 2 further occasions. 

IP answers advert on craigslist re adult services; unknown person answers IP and exchanges texts with IP via 
WhatsApp. Unknown person then blackmails IP asking for monies or they would inform friends and family that IP is 
looking for sex online. 

Unknown persons contact IP via WhatsApp stating that IP needs to pay them monies otherwise they will post a video to 
friends and family of a sexual nature. 

IP has joined a sugar daddy website and when has refused to pay further monies the offender has threatened to expose 
them to friends and family unless monies are paid. 

Unknown offender sends email to IP demanding monies otherwise they will send a video of IP 'doing dirty things' to 
relatives and co-workers. Offender includes an old password; known to IP as proof offender knows IP’s secrets. 

Victim receives direct message on snapchat asking if interested in modelling; then switches to skype for further contact 
during which suspect requests victim to undress; victim complies; and suspect states they now have photographs. 

Suspect sends electronic media messages to victim threatening to upload sexual images of victim if monies not paid. 

Offender uses mobile phone to demand monies be paid or they will release information to certain parties of IP’s sexual 
activities. 

Unknown person uses fake Facebook account to contact victim; convincing them to share naked video of themselves. 
Claims to have saved recording & requests monies or they will share video on social media. 

Offender sends email demanding monies otherwise they will forward to all contacts private videos from the webcam IP’s 
laptop. 

Unknown offender via internet has sent IP an email blackmailing for monies by sending a generic email requesting IP to 
send monies or a video would be circulated to contacts of IP using a porn site. 

Victim engages in an online conversation with the offender who is unknown. Victim then performed sexual act which the 
offender has videoed and threatened to post it onto Facebook if the victim did not pay monies.  Victim goes onto pay 
offender some monies. 

IP receives an email containing personal details email states that personal images will be published unless the IP pays 
monies.    

IP receives email which advises them that offender knows their computer password and has taken control of webcam, 
email states IP has been recorded performing a sexual act and demands the IP pays monies. 

IP receives email from unknown source stating they have hacked account and will send images of IP to family and 
friends if ransom not paid. 

Unknown person engages in an online conversation with the victim via Instagram then sends messages to victim with 
compromising photographs attached; making demand for the victim to send similar images; threatening to distribute the 
images if they refuse. 

Victim receives an email from unknown person stating that if monies not paid they will tell all of victim’s contacts on 
Facebook that they have been looking at porn. 

Unknown person send email to IP demanding monies or they would leak video of IP onto the internet. IP states there is 
no such video in existence; but email also states they have hacked IP’s computer and have passwords. 

IP receives several junk emails making demands for monies or sexual images will be distributed on the internet causing 
the IP alarm and distress. 

Unknown person sends two emails to IP demanding monies or they will publish all their personal details and a video 
they have of them performing a sexual act online    

Unknown person send phishing email to IP asking to click on links within email to send monies else they will publish 
video footage and IP’s password on the dark web. 

Victim subscribes to online messaging service kik and engages in numerous conversations with several subscribers 



which are of a sexual nature. Victim is then threatened by a single user who demands victim to perform further sexual 
acts. 

Offender records verbal conversation containing sexual content on mobile phone between themselves and the IP. 
Offender then threatens to send the recording to IP’s partner and family if the IP doesn't pay monies.    

Unknown person sends IP an email demanding monies be sent to them or compromising images/videos would be 
released to IP’s friends and family. 

Offender chats to victim on internet sites; conversation becomes sexual and offender requests nude images of victim. 
Offender sends image of genitals to victim then male makes demands to posts images online unless victim pays 
monies. 

Unknown offender befriends IP via Facebook coerce IP to sexual act via live cam chat which is recorded without the 
knowledge of the IP then blackmail IP demanding monies or video will be made public. 

Victim accepts a friends request via Facebook from an unknown offender the offender requests the victim sends nude 
images. Following the images being sent the offender demands monies in order than the images are not circulated 

IP receives email from unknown source requesting monies otherwise they will publish images of IP looking at 
pornographic images. IP has spoken with action fraud who have received around 1000 similar complaints of such 
scams. 

Victim receives unsolicited email from unknown suspect to private email address claiming to have web cam footage of 
victim performing sexual acts. Suspect demands monies otherwise images will be distributed to victim’s contacts. 

Unknown person contacts IP via snapchat and request naked pictures; when received continues to request further 
pictures and videos claiming to have posted the picture and them only take them down if sent more. 

Unknown suspect threatens IP and states that they will distribute naked photos of IP if they do not receive more photos. 
The IP has refused this and suspect has subsequently released these photos. 

Unknown suspect receives indecent image from the victim and then requests further explicit photos from the victim; 
when the victim refuses the suspect makes a threat that if the victim does not send additional indecent photos the 
original photo would be shared online. 

Victim accepts a friend request from an unknown person via face book. Victim sends an explicit video to the offender 
who later demands further contact from the victim or the video will be posted to family and friends. 

Person unknown coerce victim into performing a sexual act via a webcam. Subsequently demands monies to prevent 
offender from posting video of sexual act onto the internet. Threaten to post video on line if victim refuses to pay. 

Unknown offender contacts IP via email and states that they will release footage of IP watching porn to contacts within 
email if the IP does not pay monies. 

IP begins online relationship with offender on kik networking site; as part of this they send monies and intimate 
photographs; when the IP then declines to send any more money; the offender threatens to disclose the photographs to 
IP's friends and family. 

IP is blackmailed by unknown person after sending photographs of themselves in underwear; unknown person asks for 
further photos in order not to share photos already received. 

Unknown offender sends email to company asking for monies to prevent them from sharing porn sites viewed to all of 
their business contacts. 

Victim enters porn site and watches video clip. Victim then performs sexual act whilst watching video. Unknown 
offender then contacts victim via email stating monies to be paid or they will share the video of them performing sexual 
act. 

Offender sends texts to victim demanding monies to cover up sexual act performed on victim or they would be harmed. 

Victim befriends offender on social media and shares a video call with offender of an explicit nature – offender records 
video call and threatens to post video on social media unless monies are paid. 

Victim is contacted by known offender making threats to inform people that the victim infected them with a sexually 
transmitted infection unless monies are paid. 

Victim receive an email demanding monies or the offender will send a compromising video of the victim to 
family/friends/work colleagues. 

Unknown person sends message requesting monies to prevent disclosing the content of their sex chats held over the 
internet. 

IP talks to unknown person dating website. Both consensually exchange explicit pictures to each other. Shortly after the 
unknown person threatens to put IP’s pictures onto social media. 

Unknown offender sends video to sibling of IP showing IIP in a compromising position and makes threats to distribute it 
amongst the community unless they arranged to meet up. 

Victim receives emails claiming that offenders have videos of the victim performing sexual acts and demand monies in 
exchange for deleting videos. Victim recognises it to be a scam and does not engage in correspondence. 

Victim contacts suspect on dating app 'badoo'. Suspect engages victim in conversation before enticing them onto skype 
and asking them to perform a sexual act whilst on skype. Suspect then blackmails victim requesting monies. 

Known offender phones victim and states that if victim does not pay monies they will send a video of the victim 
engaging in sexual activities with the offender to victim’s friends and family by social media. 

Unknown person sends messages through Instagram to victim making threats to expose intimate naked photos of the 
victim to family members unless contact is made.     

Victim is contacted by unknown person. Victim engages in conversation and send photos and videos of an intimate 
nature. Victim also sends copies of passport; bank details etc. 

IP begins speaking with unknown person and exchanges sexual content, unknown person then threatens to send to 



family if monies are not paid then makes threats against family members lives. 

Known offender discloses private sexual photographs to IP’s partner then makes telephone call and also sends text 
message to IP and makes threats to send explicit videos and photographs of IP to other family members and demands 
payment of monies. 

IP requests images from person whom they met online for monies. Once monies are received IP receives images. IP is 
then blackmailed by these person(s) by stating they will inform partner of this transaction if further monies are not made. 

Victim accepts message from unknown person, engages in conversation and each exchange naked photos. Unknown 
person makes demand for monies, no monies are sent. 

Unknown offender contacts IP via Facebook. IP added offender who is unknown to IP and begins conversation via 
Facebook messenger. Unknown offender persuades IP to send nude images then threatens IP that they will share 
images on YouTube and IP’s university. 

Unknown person send number of emails demanding monies or they will out the IP as a paedophile. Emails state they 
have video recordings of IP performing sexual acts etc. 

IP meets offender as friend in street. Offender calls IP a nonce and threatens to tell IP’s family they had been 
requesting nude pictures of offender unless monies paid. 

IP receives a Facebook friend request from unknown offender which they accept then the offender then instigates a 
conversation which leads to a sexual nature. The offender talks the IP into performing a sexual act and once done the 
offender then proceeds to demand monies. 

Victim receives email from unknown offender stating that they have video of IP performing sexual act and to send 
monies otherwise persons in the forum will make victims life bad. Causing alarm and distress. 

Unknown person sends unwanted email to IP via computer calling IP a paedophile and stating they have images of 
infants and sexual acts belonging to the IP from their computer attached to the email and demanding monies. 

Unknown person contacts IP via social media platform strikes up a sexual conversation and exchanged explicit videos. 
Unknown person then threatens to share video with victim’s friends and family if they don't pay monies.   

IP arranges escort; then forms a relationship outside of the agency with the escort (offender).  IP makes negative 
comments on website about offender and offender then threatens to inform IP’s family and work if monies are not paid. 

Victim be-friends unknown person via social media site and later receives a video call from an unknown naked person; 
following the video a request is made for monies to avoid a video of the victim being shared to family and friends. 

Suspect has left a blackmail letter on the victim’s door step stating that if monies not paid they will send explicit 
photographs and text messages to friends and family. 

Victim receives 'junk mail' to personal email account. The sender of the offending email makes false claims of having 
embarrassing footage of victim having 'fun' on webcam; and makes threats to publish it on social media. 

Unknown suspect makes contact with IP via social networking site kik messenger. Suspect requests nude picture of IP 
who obliges and suspect then demands monies from IP and threatens to send nude image to friends if monies not paid. 

Known offender hacks IP’s iCloud account and obtains nude photos. Offender then contacts IP via WhatsApp and 
threatens to distribute the photos to family members unless monies paid.    

Unknown person engage in conversation with IP via snapchat. Offender makes threats to publish indecent photographs 
of IP if IP does not carry out a sexual act. IP does not carry out offender’s request. 

Unknown offender speaks to victim on the internet before demanding monies stating if this is not done they will tell 
people they are a paedophile. 

Unknown person meets victim on social media site and encourages them to carry out a sexual act; then threatens to 
post film to all victim's contacts unless monies paid.    

IP who has a known person care for them is ordered by the known person to give them monies each week or they will 
tell IP’s neighbours that IP is a paedophile, threatens IP and IP’s property.    

Unknown person contacts IP via Facebook. IP begins message conversation with unknown person; unknown person 
then persuades IP to send a naked picture before demanding monies in return for not distributing naked picture on 
Facebook. 

Unknown person(s) get IP to send explicit photograph of themselves to which they then make threats and demand 
monies to which the IP pays. 

Unknown person is believed to have planted a camera within victims office and sent a video of victim kissing a member 
of the opposite sex to victims partner; note left stating it’s time to pay and threatening to send further video messages. 

Named suspect sends threatening emails and phone calls to victim demanding monies causing the victim alarm and 
distress. Demand for monies made or offender will post IP’s address online. 

Unknown offender send request to IP for pic in underwear then blackmail IP stating they will distribute the photos to IP’s 
social media and friends if IP does not send further pictures of genitals; causing alarm and distress. 

IP is sent an explicit image of themselves by an unknown person on snapchat. Asked for more images otherwise image 
would be posted on Facebook.     

Known offender demands monies with threat of informing parents that the IP is a sex worker.      

Offender befriends victim on skout and kik apps. Then via these offers victim money for photographs. Victim sent these 
then offender who then posts copy of victims Facebook page and demands monies not to send the photos to friends. 

Victim has conversation via snapchat with an unknown offender regarding sending indecent images. Victim is 
distressed as a result of the messages as offender threatens to post other images online. 

Unknown persons requests IP send naked images of himself via Facebook messenger. Once received unknown person 
makes demand for monies or images would be leaked to family members. 

IP engages in conversation with an unknown person on Facebook, they then engage in a video chat where the IP 



performs sexual act for the unknown on person. After the event the IP receives a message requesting monies be paid.  

Unknown offender send 'phishing ‘email to IP demanding monies to prevent compromising images of IP being 
distributed to IP’s contacts. 

Known person sends threatening messages and abusive messages to IP on telephone/text/snap chat/WhatsApp 
threatening to put sexual videos and pictures of IP online causing alarm and distress. 

After a break down in the relationship; the offender threatens to post intimate photographs of the IP onto social media 
sites if they do not visit the offender.    

In home address victim uses personal laptop and engages in online video chat with unknown offender. Conversation 
turns to a sexual nature and both the victim and unknown offender take clothes off and begin to sexual act. 

IP engages in online relationship with offender; IP sends indecent images to offender. Offender then threatens to send 
photos to IP’s partner if monies are not paid     

Victim receives an email from an unknown person; the email demands that monies are paid or a video of the victim 
performing a sexual act will be shared with friends and family members.    

IP sends half naked image of themselves to unknown Facebook user; offender then sends threatening message 
demanding monies.    

Offender contacts IP making demands otherwise they will post indecent images family member online.     

Victim receives an email from unknown person demanding monies to prevent compromising videos and images of the 
victim being posted online. 

Unknown offender films IP performing sexual act then blackmails IP for monies in return for not posting the video on the 
internet. 

Unknown person sends naked photos and videos to IP who also sends images back. When IP refuses further unknown 
person threatens to send images to Facebook friends.     

IP communicates with unknown person over internet based messaging service; IP performs sexual act over call which 
is then in turn recorded by offender; offender then messages IP through internet requesting monies to keep this a secret 
which has caused alarm and distress. 

Victim accidently sends explicit video of themselves to unknown person via Facebook messenger. This person then 
demands monies or threatens they would share the video with the victims Facebook contacts. The victim then pays 
monies. 

Unknown suspect approaches IP in street. Tells IP that they have evidence of IP engaging in a sexual conversation with 
an underage person on the internet and demand monies or they will post the video online. IP hands over small sum of 
money.  

Victim creates a Facebook profile and received a friend request from a unknown person; victim has engaged in a video 
conversation with unknown person during which they have exposed their genitals. 

Offender enters a dating app enticing victim into giving out personal info. Offender has then enticed victim to show 
genitals over video call; unbeknownst to the victim this was recorded. Offender then requests monies be sent. 

Unknown person becomes involved in conversation with IP on skype. IP sends unknown person explicit sexual pictures 
and offender threatens to send these pictures to IP's friends and family if IP does not pay monies. 

Victim engages in conversation via social media with unknown person. Sends naked image to person who then 
demands monies threatening to send image of victim to all contacts. Victim makes payment. 

IP's ex-partner sends messages asking for monies stating that if they do not get it they will send explicit photos to 
family; friends and work colleagues on social media - sextortion 

IP accepts unknown person as friend via Facebook. They engage in conversation which results in the unknown person 
performing a sexual act then requesting the IP does the same. IP shows genitals and unknown person takes screen 
shot. 

IP videos themselves performing a sexual act on chatroom; offender demands monies from IP; threatens IP that if 
monies not paid they will post video on Facebook/google. Offender circulates video.   

IP receive Facebook contact from unknown person who then enters into conversation which leads to a sexual nature. 
Unknown person then invites IP to video chat where they begin to perform a sexual act and invite IP to join.  Unknown 
person then video's IP. 

Victim engages into online conversation with an unknown suspect. During a video call the victim and suspect each 
consensually perform a sexual act. Victim receives message with a screenshot of themselves performing the sexual act. 
Suspect asks for monies or the video will be shared. 

IP is befriended by an unknown person on a dating website. IP and offender begin communicating by text on a social 
media site; conversation of a sexual nature begins during which the IP performs a sexual act which is recorded online. 

IP receives a Facebook message from unknown person who states that they have explicit photographs of them and that 
they will post via internet and to family members unless monies are paid. 

IP receives a Facebook message from unknown person who states that they have explicit photographs of them that 
they will post via internet and to family members unless monies are paid. 

Unknown fake account contacts IP on Facebook requesting video; vulnerable IP sends video then gets contact back 
asking for information or threat made to disclose private video to family and online. 

Unknown person makes contact via Facebook then after a message and exchange of videos of a sexual nature the IP 
is asked to give monies or the video will be sent to social media.    

IP speaks to offender via dating website; IP sends the offender a picture of themselves fully clothed; the offender then 
begins to ask for property including an iPhone and gifts cards when the IP refuses the offender attaches the picture of 
the IP to a news article. 



IP has been performing a sexual act to an unknown person via skype whom they met online. Unknown person then 
states they have recorded this act and wants monies paid otherwise the footage will be sent to IP’s friends on 
Facebook. 

Unknown person sends message to IP’s mobile phone via WhatsApp threatening to send compromising pictures of the 
IP to friends and family if the IP does not pay monies.    

IP engages in sex chat with unknown person; this is followed by a skype chat whereby the unknown person has 
requested the IP takes clothes off and performs sexual act. IP willingly performs for the unknown person unaware that 
act is being recorded. 

IP is contacted via Facebook then IP and other person facetime each other where IP performs sexual act upon 
themselves in view of camera. Other person then demands monies or they would pit video on IP’s friend’s accounts. 

Whilst in chat room IP is asked to perform intimate act on video. On the completion of the act the offender then 
demands monies from IP or else said video will be posted on IP's Facebook account.  

IP receives 'friend request' from an unknown person. IP accepts request and chats with unknown person; a video chat 
is enabled and both IP and suspect begin to perform sexual act on camera. Once finished IP receives a demand for 
monies. 

IP engages in live video chatroom where they perform sexual act sexual act whilst on a call. Offender then calls victim 
and threatens to post the video of the victim on YouTube unless monies are paid.    

Unknown person/s sends victim an email threatening to send pornographic material to friends if monies not paid. 

IP adds account on kik messenger; IP tells other user they are 18 years old. IP receives explicit images from other user 
at their request. Other user’s requests video of IP performing sexual act – IP sends 2 x videos. 

Unknown person creates fake snapchat account; offender uses account to gain topless photographs of victim then 
threatens to post the photographs on social media unless IP pays monies.    

Unknown offender sends messages via WhatsApp to the IP making threats to send photographs of the IP to friends and 
family unless monies were paid. 

Unknown offender records IP performing sexual act via skype without their knowledge after exchanging messages. 
After this the offender then demands monies or they will send the video to the IP’s family; friends and workplace. IP 
does not pay and no further demands. 

Unknown person sends email to victim stating they have webcam footage of victim watching pornographic material and 
this will be shared if monies not paid. 

Unknown person threaten victim that they will post compromising image of victim on YouTube should a sum of monies 
not be paid. 

Unknown person threaten victim that they will post compromising image of victim on YouTube should a sum of monies 
not be paid. 

Unknown persons adds IP on snapchat and sends naked pictures of themselves and threaten to send these to family 
and friends if IP did not send more pictures. 

Unknown person records IP performing sexual act over skype video call; proceeds to demand monies otherwise they 
will distribute this to victim’s family. 

IP received a video call from suspect; which they answer. Suspect then messages the IP stating they have an image of 
them engaging in phone sex and demands monies. 

Unknown offender encourages IP to send revealing photographs via messaging service and then threatens to send 
pictures to their Facebook friends if monies are not paid.    

Unknown person engages victim into sexual conversation via chat website; Offender then persuades victim during video 
chat conversation to show themselves performing sexual act; before making a demand for monies. 

The victim sends naked images to another in a private Facebook message. The offender then requests monies or they 
will submit the images to the public. 

Unknown person sends email stating that they have hacked into IP's computer system. Demands monies in order to 
stop the distribution of intimate contents, photos and images.   

IP receives email from what appears to be their own email address. Email states sender is from the dark net, sender 
states IP is to deposit monies or the sender will send to IP’s contacts lists of adult sites the sender claims IP has 
accessed. 

IP chats to user on plenty of fish dating site then on snap chat; IP sends user a picture, user then asks IP for sex; willing 
to pay monies; IP declines; user states they will post picture of IP on social media.   

Unknown offender sends email to IP threatening to download porn to their contacts if monies not paid. Therefore 
offence of blackmail made out IP ignores; no further issues. 

Unknown person contacts IP on Facebook and facetimes with IP; IP conducts sexual act over facetime with the 
offender who then threatens to circulate the footage to friends and family unless the IP pays monies, blackmailing the 
IP. 

IP make contact with offender on dating app; offender requests they download second app. Offender on webcam 
touches genitals and requests IP does same which they do. IP then receives message showing Facebook contacts and 
demanding monies. 

Victim receives a 'face time' video call from an email address believed to be a friend.  The offender on the call was 
performing a sexual act encouraging the IP to join in. Victim begins to participate but then ends the call. Victim then 
receives threat. 

Unknown person entered into a conversation and video call on imo with the victim. Offender records the video call 
which shows the victim performing a sexual act. Offender threatens to distribute the video to the victim’s contacts on 



Facebook. 

Victim is coerced into engaging in sexual act on webcam with an unknown person; who then records the video and 
threatens to release it to the victim's contacts on Facebook unless the victim provides monies to the offender. 

Named offender makes contacts with IP and threatens to send pictures of them to family and friends if monies are not 
paid. IP has never met this offender and cannot remember if they ever sent pictures. 

Unknown offender contacts IP by Facebook asking IP to video call and perform sexual act on camera which IP does. 
Offender then demands monies from IP with threat to send video online. 

Unknown person engages in communication with victim requesting naked photo of victim; victim sends person naked 
photo and is then subsequently subjected to blackmail.    

Unknown person contacts IP and threatening to put video of them performing sexual act on various web sites. 

Victim contacted by offender stating that they have an explicit video of victim; offender tells victim that video will be 
shared via internet unless victim provides monies in exchange for video being deleted. 

Unknown offender asks for intimate pictures. After receiving the pictures offender threatens to post images online 
unless monies are paid. 

Known person sends photographic image of the IP's family member with an injury. Offenders then ask the IP for money 
with the intention of a personal gain. 

IP and offender make contact using WhatsApp messenger. IP sends explicit photographs of themselves to offender. On 
receiving pictures offender demands monies or will post the photographs online.    

IP receives message from offender via Facebook messenger demanding naked images or they will post a naked image 
online. 

Suspect befriends IP via an online app called 'meetme'; suspect repeatedly asks IP to download skype; a video calling 
app and then encourages them to perform sexual act.  Once this has act has been conducted; suspect then threatens 
to post this footage online. 

IP reports feeling harassed by ex-partner who makes contact stating they will release photos and videos of them naked; 
unless they agrees to sleep with them. 

IP engages in Instagram messaging with unknown person and agrees to send intimate photos over the internet. IP then 
receives demands by menacing for monies to stop the offender sending on photos to family members and newspaper. 

IP receives email from unknown person which asks for payment of monies otherwise explicit photos of IP will be 
distributed. 

Victim receives information that if thee does not pay monies; they will disclose an allegation of historical sexual assault 
against them to friends and family. 

IP has received an email from an unknown source requiring payment of monies or images and messages will be 
distributed to contacts. Email also stated that they had access to passwords. 

Unknown person sent IP an email demanding IP paid monies. If money not transferred unknown person threatened to 
post a video taken of the IP whilst viewing the content on adult websites.   

With a view to obtaining a gain for self or another; and with intent to cause loss to victim; offender makes unwarranted 
demand with menaces by 'hacking' into victims 'snapchat' account; viewing personal/explicit pictures which victim had 
previously screenshot 

IP and unknown person share naked images. Unknown person asks for monies to prevent images being shared with 
IP’s contacts. 

IP chats with unknown person and is asked to move to another untraceable chat forum in order to perform a sexual act 
whilst online. Immediately the other person demands monies with threat of sending video of act to IP's friends and 
family. 

IP has befriended an unknown person on Facebook after a short conversation the IP has sent nude images to the 
unknown person who has then asked for monies to stop them sending the images to the IP's friends and family 
members. 

Unknown person sends messages to IP via social media which causes alarm and distress. Message contains threat to 
publish photographs of the victim on a pornographic website; unknown person requests monies from the complainant 
prior to making the threat. 

Ex-partner sends photos of IP and sends messages causing distress. Also asks for monies from IP. 

After meeting an unknown offender on an adult website the victim sends an explicit image to the offender; the offender 
blackmails the victim demanding monies otherwise the victims images will be posted online causing distress to the 
victim. 

Known offender send several messages by text and snap chat demanding IP send naked photos, threatening to inform 
their partner that they had slept together if demands not carried out.  Fearing the offender would carry out threats IP 
send pictures. 

Victim subscribes to dominatrix website; whilst in contact with known offender via website, offender demands extra 
money from victim not previously agreed and when victim refuses, offender threatens to disclose private information to 
friends and family of victim. 

IP has received a Facebook request from an unknown offender; IP has accepted the request and been asked to have a 
facetime conversation with the offender; on getting in touch the IP has engaged in a sexual act. 

Known offender incites juvenile to take indecent images of themselves and send via the internet to offender who then 
threatens victim that if they do not take more images and send them then they will post the original ones on the internet. 

Unknown offender has contact with IP through social media; IP then sends offender nude photographs, they then make 
contact via social media threatening to send photographs to IP family and friends on Instagram. 



Victim was sent email stating that account had been hacked and that if they did not pay monies then photos/information 
would be released about IP's online activities; i.e. visits to pornographic sites.  Email attempted to frighten IP into 
paying. 

Offender befriends IP on Facebook; sends flirtatious and suggestive messages. IP then adds offender on skype; and 
both conduct sexual actions on webcam. Offender has been recording IP; and then threatens to post video online if 
monies are not paid. 

Unknown offender contacts IP via Facebook and engages in conversation.  During which both agree to simulate sexual 
act. Further messages via Facebook that offender will contact FBI and Interpol about IP if they do not send monies. 

Victim engages in online conversation with unknown person during which victim sends consensual video of a private 
nature before deciding to end the conversation. Offender then requests victim return to conversation or they would 
share the video with victim’s contacts. 

Unknown offender befriends IP via Facebook, records IP performing sexual act then demands monies or offender will 
share video to IP’s Facebook friends. 

Unknown persons befriends victim via social media and obtains indecent images and videos. Upon receipt a demand 
for monies is then made to prevent the release of the footage. 

A known offender sends texts and explains in person that they will allege to the police that they have been sexually 
harassed by the IP if sums of monies are not surrendered to the offender. 

Unknown offender during conversation with IP; threatens to post explicit photos of IP online if monies not paid.  This 
causes IP to feel alarmed and distressed. 

IP engages with unknown offender on the 'imo' app. IP makes video call to offender during which IP performs sexual act 
at request of the offender. Offender then threatens to post video online unless IP pays monies. 

IP accepts unknown Facebook friend request and engages in conversation with offender; offender sending a pre-
recorded video of unknown person stripping; then requests IP to strip and perform sexual act.  IP carries out request; 
offender films it.  

Unknown person sends message to IP via Facebook threatening to upload an explicit video person masturbating with 
the OP’s face superimposed on the video. Offender demands monies from IP to stop this from happening. 

The unknown offender befriends IP on Facebook and messenger. IP sends naked photo and the offender demands 
monies or will distribute photo to family and friends. 

IP engages in skype video call with offender - IP performs sexual act on live stream which offender captures on 
recording offender demands monies or images will be shared online. 

IP receives email from an unknown address stating they have placed malware on the IP’s computer which collected 
contact data and recorded the IP on webcam and screen display when using 18+ videos and demands the IP sends 
monies. 

Named offender approach IP using Facebook, entices IP to send indecent image of genitalia; before blackmailing them 
demanding monies to prevent friends and family being sent the image.    

Unknown offender messages IP threatening to post IP’s details on social media saying that they are paedophile unless 
IP pays monies to offender. 

IP has befriended a stranger on Instagram.  Offender has requested monies – IP has refused. Offender has then 
threatened to end IP and to post naked pictures online. 

IP performs sexual act on video for person met online. Offender then demands monies or they will show the video to 
IP’s family. 

IP receives email stating mobile has been hacked and camera accessed; offender demanded an amount in bitcoin to be 
paid or photos would be released to all contacts. 

Unknown offender has a video call with IP. Offender then demands IP pays monies otherwise images will be distributed 
to friends and family. 

Unknown offender records a video call of sexual nature and requests monies to be sent video would be posted online.     

Victim accepted a friend request on Facebook from an unknown person - person then instigates a Facebook chat with 
victim asking age. Then starts a video chat - after this Facebook message victim stating only 15 years old. 

Victim has disclosed that the offender is ex-partner - has blackmailed the victim regarding photos. Monies have paid to 
prevent release of photos. 

Unknown person sends email to victim claiming to have access to internet browser history. Victim is told to pay monies 
or their browser history will be sent to everyone in their contacts. This causes the victim distress. 

Unknown offender messages IP via a dating app and after a period of messages being exchanged makes various 
threats to gain monies and is abusive towards IP causing alarm and distress to IP. 

Unknown person/s access victims email account blocking victim from any further use. Unknown person/s then contacts 
victim requesting bit coins in order to stop child pornography images being sent from victims email address.  

After speaking to offender on an adult website IP engages in an indecent video with offender via skype. IP then receives 
a message a few minutes later advising that if they do not send monies the video will be shared via Facebook. IP send 
monies. 

Victim received friend request from offender. A Facebook chat takes place between victim and offender. Offender starts 
facetime and reveals genitals to the victim. Victim responds by showing their genitals.  

Victim and offender had arrangement whereby victim would send an agreed amount of monies to the offender after 
making a video of victim saying what the offender wanted from them which was sexually explicit. 

Unknown offender befriends victim on Facebook. Offender asks victim to perform a sexual act and to send photo/video 
of them doing it in exchange for a naked photograph of offender in return. Victim sends video of this nature to offender. 



Unknown offender on dating website asks for monies to avoid posting explicit pictures of IP online to friends and family. 

After conversation on Instagram offender sends fake nude photograph of victim to victim and states if they do not send 
them further nude photographs they post this picture onto Instagram. 

IP receive email threatening to send intimate pictures and videos unless monies are paid. 

IP pays known offender to carry out sexual acts over webcam on Facebook; following this known offender then contacts 
them and threatens to tell the police if the doe not pay monies. 

Named person sends IP friend request on Facebook; engages in conversation and mutual sexual act; offender 
threatens to send IP’s family video and demand monies to delete video - IP refuses. 

Unknown person contacts victim via Instagram engages in conversation then demands victim send naked photographs 
otherwise threatening to post naked pictures online and distribute copies at place of work. 

Unknown offender entices victim to perform sexual act over internet; then demands monies to prevent distribution of 
image. 

Unknown offender contacts victim via Facebook messenger. Unknown offender then contacts victim by Facebook 
messenger video call; removes clothes and encourages victim to film themselves performing a sex act. Threats are 
made to send video. 

Ex-partner makes conditional threat via phone to publish photos of victim whilst in bath; if they does not take them back. 
Causing alarm. 

IP whilst separated from partner; goes on holiday and a new partner. On returning from holiday; rekindles relationship 
with ex-partner. For last 6 months partner from holiday has been sending messages to IP threatening to send 
photos/videos to family 

Offender has admin/ownership of adult website and taken the profiles off the site in last 3 months of the IP and IP’s 
friend who are both escorts. The offender has telephoned the IP and IP’s friend stating they owe monies for the profiles. 

Offender has admin/ownership of adult website and taken the profiles off the site in last 3 months of the IP and IP’s 
friend who are both escorts. The offender has telephoned the IP and IP’s friend stating they owe monies for the profiles. 

Unknown person contacts IP on Facebook stating they will put intimate photos on Facebook of IP if they block them.  

IP exchanges intimate images with offender via social media where offender then makes threats to publish images of IP 
if IP does not create more images causing alarm and distress. 

IP engage in conversation via internet dating site; switches to Facebook and exposes genitals at their request. Offender 
demands monies or will post photo online. No monies paid. 

Befriend IP on Facebook; strike up relationship leading to IP sending naked photos. Offender threatens to send said 
photographs to IP's friends and family if payment not made. 

Unknown person uses false account on Instagram to befriend IP. Unknown person request photos of IP which they 
send. Unknown person then contacts IP asking to send bank card. Upon refusal unknown person informs IP they will 
show photos to friends and family. 

Named offender befriends IP on Facebook; they begin an internet relationship which develops into the IP sending nude 
photos and explicit videos to the offender; the offender then asks IP for monies and when refused threatens to post the 
video and pictures. 

IP receives friend request from unknown offender who has an attractive profile pic. Accepts request and then receives 
messages via 'messenger.' these messages then ask to talk via 'skype' and sends an id address. 

Unknown IP, who advertises on adult site, uploads a message on their profile for all members to see stating that a 
named person has made threats against them. 

Offender befriends victim via social media. Over the course of 2 hours; conversation turns to sex and suspect engages 
victim in consensual sexual act via webcam. Suspect then sends victim recording of the sexual act demanding monies 
to not post the video. 

Unknown offender is requesting large sum of money from victim or they will distribute video of victim performing sexual 
act which was exchanged over social media; to victim’s partner; friends and family. 

IP makes friend with unknown person on Facebook. Offender requests that IP use skype to video call. When on skype 
encourages IP to get naked. Offender informs IP that the video has been recorded and if monies not paid they will 
release the footage on social media. 

After sending naked images willingly to ex-partner; IP receives social media message from unknown person threatening 
to send said images to third party. 

Unknown person engages in conversation on the internet with victim via Facebook messenger. Victim and offender then 
share video call which offender records; making demands of monies to the victim whilst threatening to upload the video 
if victim does not pay. 

Known offender demands monies from victim informing them that if they do not pay then he will inform victims partner 
that they have had sexual relations with other persons. Victim pays monies but refuses to pay further money. 

Offender has engaged in a sexual skype call with the victim. During the call unknown to IP they have recorded their 
actions. The offender then threatens to post this to social media unless the victim pays monies. 

IP sends nude photo of themselves to unknown person via social media. Unknown person then states if they do not 
sign up to their website they will post IP’s image online and asks for monies to be sent.  

Unknown offender rings IP and tells them to pay monies by tomorrow morning and then they will not be hurt. 

Unknown person engage in 'skype' video contact on dating site with unknown offender. Unknown person records sex 
act then demand that IP makes monetary payment to prevent footage from being posted on social media. 

Unknown offender is requesting large sum of money from victim or they will distribute video of victim performing sexual 
act which was exchanged over social media; to victim’s partner; friends and family. 



Victim enlists to online dating site and engages with offender. Offender requests cash for intimate photos. When 
offender requests further monies and is refused ; offender states they are underage and is going to report victim to 
police for grooming offences 

Unknown persons demands monies from victim via social media or state they will show explicit video of victim on 
YouTube. Victim pays monies then offender repeats demands for further monies. 

Known offender sends electronic message to IP requesting they send photograph or they would distribute previously 
sent image 

Unknown offender contacts IP via Facebook requesting friendship. IP accepts and engages with live video chat on 
'webchat'. IP then performs a sexual act for offender on request which offender records and then requests monies to 
delete video. 

IP takes part in skype internet phone call with unknown person. IP is then contacted by same offender stating that they 
have a recording of the IP performing a sexual act and threatens to post to IP's family. 

Victim accepts friend request via Facebook. Engages in conversation and sends intimate pictures of themselves. 
Offender asks victim to send monies and threatens to disclose photos if monies not paid. 

 

 

 


